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gre avec les belles monnaies d'argent connues sous le nom
de sides et de demi-sicles. C'est la une affaire d'instinct,
de flair, si Pon veut, mais si Pinstinct se trompe rarement,
je n'entends pas dire qu'il soit infailHble."
In spite of this, however, De Saulcy could see no other
means of getting over the difficulty than by attributing the
silver and copper to the same period.
I will now state my objections to the theory of Gar-
rucci respecting these copper coins of the fourth year, and
my reasons for still maintaining that they can only be
attributed to the reign of Simon Maccabseus.
1. I cannot concur with the opinion of Garrucci that
the difference of the palseography on the silver and copper
is enormous; and, for better explanation, I think it ad-
visable to introduce on the next page a table of the cha-
racters occurring upon each,50 together with those on the
coins of John Hyrcanus, Eleazar the priest, and the small
copper coins of the years ff two" and c( three" of the First
Revolt.
The especial letters mentioned by Garrucci, as I have
already previously stated, as differing enormously, are the
Alephy Beth, Ghimel, Vau, Jod, and Tzade. But I confess
that I cannot see such an enormous difference between
the Ghimel, Jod, and Tzade, whereas the Lamed, Shin, and
Tau are identical. The only letter that may really be
* De Saulcy (Rev. Num., 1864, p. 374) has given a com-
"plete table of the letters on the shekels and on the coins of
Hyrcanus and his successors. He says that he had prepared it
with the greatest care (avec le plus grand soin), and I therefore
regret to be obliged to .notice the following imperfections. The
letters Nun and Ain do not occur on the silver shekels. The
two forms of Koph are not given, whilst the Aleph, Resch, and
Shin are altogether omitted from the list of the letters on the
coins of John Hyrcanus.

